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Modern deflnitions of biosensors consider them to
comprise a biological or biologically-derived sensing
element either integrated within or intimately associated
with a physicochemical transducer (Turner et al., 1981;
Turner & Yevdokiffiov, 1995). The biological elements
fall into two broad classes: Biocatalytic (e.g. enzymes,
micro-organisms, tissue slices and biomimetic catalysts)
and bioaffinity (e.g. antibodies, nucleid acids, receptor
proteins and synthetic receptors). When combined with
electrochemical, optical, piezoelectric, magnetic or
thermometric transducers, these highly specific and
sensitive sensor elements yield continuous electronic
signals reflecting the concentration of an analyte or
of biology and
-qroup of analytes. This cornbination
electronics furnishes totnorrow's tnicroprocessors and
telecommunication networks with potential to acquire
"senses". In today's environment, the advantages of
rniniaturisation and integration have been exploited in a
new range of pocket-sized analytical instruments fbr
decentralised diagnostics and high-performance elements
tbr fast-throughput automated analysis.
Biosensors are expected to have enormous impact on

health -eenerally, and health care in particular. In the
general context biosensors are being developed to
improve monitorin-g and control of our environment with

recent interest fbcusing not only on pollution

of

the

natural environment with herbicides, insectisides, heavy
rnetals, exogenous species and numerous industrial

chemicals (Dennison and Turner, 1995), but on
increasin-e the level of control we have over the indoor
environment (Dennison et al., 1995). Biosensors are also
being developed to ensure the quality and saf-ety of our
fbod (White and Turner, 1996) and to enhance the
productivity of phannaceuticals (Newman et al., 1995;
Jonsson and Malmquist, 1992). The largest commercial
success for the area to date, however, has been in the

design of clinical diagnostics fbr

decentralised

applications (Newman and Turner, 1984).

The first commercial biosensor was successfully
introduced by the Yellow Springs Instrument Company
(Ohio, USA) rn 1975, based on Prof-essor Leland C Clark
Jnr.'s pioneering work on enzyme electrodes tbr glucose
(Clark and Lyons, 1962). Over the next decade the YSI
analyser became well established fbr the in vitro
rneasurelnent of blood glucose levels in diabetic clinics.
The company has updated the instrument and introduced
various new analytes such as lactate to retain a position
as the world's fourth largest supplier of biosensors in

terms

of

A further innovation was the
of the artitlcial pancreas, a glucose-

turnover.

construction

controlled insulin infusion system with serni-continuous
measurement of glucose in blood sarnpled throu,eh a
catheter. This instrument was marketed as the Biostator
(Clernents et al., 1911) by Miles (Elkhart, USA).
Although the Biostator is no longer available fbr
purchase, about 100 instruments remain in service fbr
use in emergency situations such as childbirth involving
people with brittle diabetes. Interestingly, an improved
catheter-based instrument for continuously monitoring
blood glucose has recently been reintroduced by VIA
Medical (San Diego, USA). This closed system draws
and returns I ml of blood up to every 5 minutes tor 72
hours. It uses an enzyme electrode similar to the YSI
analyser based on the biocatalytic oxidation of glucose by
glucose oxidase and the subsequent electrochernical

oxidation

of the product,

hydrogen perioxide,

at

^

platinum electrode.
An order of rnagnitude acceleration in dollar sales for
biosensors began in 1987 with the introduction of a
pocket-sized glucose sensor tor home use. MediSense

(Carnbridge,

USA) introduced the ExacTech Pen

exploiting mediated electrochemistry (Cass et al., 1984;

Cardosi and Turner, 1990). The adoption

of

screen

printing facilitated the first effective rlass production of
biosensors and the company now produces over 20

rnillion strips per month at its production facility in
Abingdon, UK. The pen-shaped meter has evolved over
the years through a credit card and desk top format to
yield the latest Precision QID Sensor, a refined handheld design resembling a computer mouse, which
delivers results in 20 seconds with as little as 5pl of
blood. MediSense's sales account fbr around US$ 170
rnillion per annum. MediSense's lead was fbllowed by
Kyoto Daiichi (Japan) who launched a credit-card home
blood glucose monitor using a capillary-till electrode
(Morris et al., 1992) with hexacyanot-errate as mediator.
The Glucocard is sold under license by Menarini (Italy)
and Bayer (Germany) and is now the second largest
selling biosensor. In 1994, the diagnostic giant
Boehringer Mannheim launched the AccuCheck
Advantage, a mediated credit-card home blood glucose
meter. Boehringer have also recently announced a lactate

measuring version of the meter tor use in sports
medicine which will compete with larger biosensorbased instruments marketed

by YSI and Eppendorf

(Germany).

The demands of diabetes rnonitoring will
undoubtedly drive forward f urther innovation in
biosensors fbr glucose. One goal being pursued by both
academe and indutry is the implanted glucose sensor
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(Jaffbri and Turner, 1995). A subcutaneously implanted
needle-type electrode could, fbr example, provide a
hypoglycaemia alarm which would be highly valued by
diabetic patients and could replace the need fbr fingerprick tests by providing continuous infbrmation on the
wrist-watch display. Transcutaneous sarnpling devices
and non-invasive monitoring using, fbr exarnple, near
infra red radiation are also being developed intensively
around the world.
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Critical care has also received attention as

an
important application area fbr biosensors (Turner, 1995).
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Nova Biomedical (Waltham, USA) were the tirst to
incorporate glucose biosensors in stat analysers fbr blood
gases and blood electrolytes. They now have machines
which include biosensors fbr glucose, lactate, BUN and
creatinine. I-Stat (Portsmouth, USA) took this idea one
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step further by integrating biosensors into a silicon-based
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potassium, chloride and hematocrit. This trend towards

integration and rniniaturisation

will clearly continue to

provide rapid rnulti-analyte systems capable of operating
with the minimum sample size. At the other extreme,
there is serious effort underway to incorporate rapidly
responding biosensors in large automated analysers to
yield improved reliability, sensitivity and speed.

In addition to further miniaturisation and the
production of arrays of detectors, progress can be
expected in irnproving the stability of biosensors.
Opt(r)odes, the optical alternative to electrodes, are now
oftbring impressive lack of drift and can be expected to
appear in new instruments fbr clinical monitoring. A
major area ripe for exploitation is that of
immunosensors. Biosensors based on surfäce plasmon
resonance have had a major impact on the research
market in the hands of Pharmacia Biosensor (Sweden)
and a number of companies are pursuing the possibility
of developing simple hand-held tormats based on either
electrochemistry or optics. These and other innovations
will help to facilitate novel approaches to health care

systems

of the future. In both the UK and Japan,

automated home analysis systems linked to expert system
via the telecommunications network are envisaged.
These ideas will have a major socio-economic impact on
the future.
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